
New Zealand hit by devastating
earthquake, two people die

TOP: A landslide covers a section of State Highway 1 near Kaikoura, New Zealand, November 14, 2016, after a powerful

earthquake. BOTTOM: Location of the quake and aftershocks, data courtesy of New Zealand GeoNet project and its

sponsors Earthquake Commission (EQC), GNS Science and Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) Photo: David

Alexander/SNPA via AP 

New Zealand was hit by a devastating earthquake on its South Island on Monday. The

quake swallowed roads, twisted railway lines and left towns and cities smashed and

deserted. The country is battling severe storms and violent aftershocks while trying to

recover. Two people died in the disaster.

New Zealand is a country in the southern Pacific Ocean. Most people live on two large

islands, North Island and South Island.

Tens of thousands of people fled their homes in the middle of the night on Monday to seek

higher ground following an alert along the east coast for a possible tsunami. They were

fearful of a huge ocean wave that can sometimes be triggered by an earthquake. The

tsunami warnings were later lifted. 
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Quake Causes Massive Damage

The country's prime minister, John Key, said the cost to repair the earthquake damage was

likely to be at least “a couple of billion dollars.”

The Red Cross said its volunteers were struggling to reach affected areas.

The worst hit town was Kaikoura. It is a coastal town of about 2,000 people that is famous

for whale watching. The town was almost completely isolated with roads closed and phone

lines down.

A state of emergency was declared there and six people with severe injuries were airlifted

out. Police said one person died in Kaikoura and another in Mount Lyford, a nearby ski

resort.

The devastation has been linked to two significant shakes under the South Island. The first

was a magnitude 7.5-earthquake just after midnight. This was followed by a magnitude

6.8-aftershock during the day. Magnitude is a measure of how much energy is released by

an earthquake. An earthquake between 7.0 and 7.9 is considered to be major and can

cause serious damage. Aftershocks, or small earthquakes, frequently follow after a major

tremor.

Recovery Operations Stalled

Fears of further disasters emerged after a landslide blocked South Island’s Clarence River.

The rocks and dirt that slid down caused a dam to form and water built up behind the

blockage for hours. Eventually, on Monday, the dam broke. A burst of water was sent

downstream, threatening to flood farms and homes.

Power was lost in many small South Island towns and in parts of Wellington, New

Zealand's capital. Wellington sits at the southern tip of North Island. Recovery operations

were stalled on Monday afternoon as heavy rain and wind moved into the most affected

areas. Forecasters warned of possible flooding.

The U.S. Geological Survey said the quake hit near Hanmer Springs, about 60 miles from

Christchurch. That city is still recovering from a 2011 earthquake that killed 185 people

and destroyed many buildings.

On one railway, the line had moved several yards. Photos from the New Zealand Defense

Force showed an entire stretch of train track that had slipped over a road and on to rocks

by the sea.

Living On A Fault Line

Nick Kingstone, a 39-year-old marketing manager living in downtown Wellington, said the

repeated shakes felt like “living on a sleeping dragon who’s waking up.”
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Anxiety was high in the capital because there are several fault lines under the city that

have not moved for a long time, he said. A fault line is a break in the Earth's crust

underground. An earthquake occurs when rocks on either side of the crack slide past

each other. 

“When you’re surrounded by quakes and aftershocks it’s hard not to think: ‘Is this

Wellington’s big one?’" Kingstone said.

There were reports of a train trapped north of Kaikoura, and at least one major building

collapsed in the town itself.

St. John, a charitable health-care organization, sent rescue helicopters to Kaikoura, loaded

with emergency medical equipment and extra paramedics. Military helicopters have been

sent from Christchurch to look at the damage, communicate with stranded people and

send out search-and-rescue teams.

"The Noise Was Horrendous"

Leigh Smith spoke to news reporters from Goose Bay, a town about 9 miles south of

Kaikoura. She said that “the shaking was massive and violent" and "the noise was

horrendous.” Fearing a tsunami, she spent the night in her car at the top of a nearby hill,

feeling continual aftershocks.

After returning to her home, she spent “the day with no power, no phone, no reception, no

water" and a big mess to clean up. 

Reports of theft also emerged after the earthquake. New Zealand’s Newshub website

reported that a Christchurch family who fled their home returned hours later to find that

many of their belongings had been stolen.
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Quiz

1 Which two of the following sentences from the article contain central ideas?

1. New Zealand was hit by a devastating earthquake on its South

Island on Monday.
2. Power was lost in many small South Island towns and in parts of

Wellington, New Zealand's capital.
3. Anxiety was high in the capital because there are several fault

lines under the city that have not moved for a long time, he said. 
4. Fearing a tsunami, she spent the night in her car at the top of a

nearby hill, feeling continual aftershocks.

(A) 1 and 3

(B) 1 and 4

(C) 2 and 3

(D) 2 and 4

2 Which statement summarizes the section "Recovery Operations Stalled"?

(A) Photos taken of New Zealand from the air showed different aspects of the

disaster.

(B) The U.S. Geological Survey studies the effects of earthquakes on New

Zealand.

(C) Related disasters and damage from earthquakes can complicate recoveries.

(D) Many people in the capital city of Wellington were suffering from lack of

electricity.

3 Based on the article, Nick Kingstone would be MOST likely to agree with which of the following

statements?

(A) He is grateful to live in an area of New Zealand that is unlikely to experience

the direct effects of an earthquake.

(B) It is important to volunteer time to help with efforts to rescue those who have

been cut off by the earthquake.

(C) Earthquakes happening nearby are a reminder that they could happen

where he lives at any time.

(D) Many people he knows have been donating money to assist the Red Cross

in its attempt to reach affected areas.
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4 Which option BEST explains why Leigh Smith decided to spend the night in her car?

(A) She was fearful of a tsunami and wanted to be safe.

(B) She was less able to feel the aftershocks there.

(C) She had no place to go because her home was flooded.

(D) She had no power or water in her house.
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Answer Key

1 Which two of the following sentences from the article contain central ideas?

1. New Zealand was hit by a devastating earthquake on its South

Island on Monday.
2. Power was lost in many small South Island towns and in parts of

Wellington, New Zealand's capital.
3. Anxiety was high in the capital because there are several fault

lines under the city that have not moved for a long time, he said. 
4. Fearing a tsunami, she spent the night in her car at the top of a

nearby hill, feeling continual aftershocks.

(A) 1 and 3

(B) 1 and 4

(C) 2 and 3

(D) 2 and 4

2 Which statement summarizes the section "Recovery Operations Stalled"?

(A) Photos taken of New Zealand from the air showed different aspects of the

disaster.

(B) The U.S. Geological Survey studies the effects of earthquakes on New

Zealand.

(C) Related disasters and damage from earthquakes can complicate

recoveries.

(D) Many people in the capital city of Wellington were suffering from lack of

electricity.

3 Based on the article, Nick Kingstone would be MOST likely to agree with which of the following

statements?

(A) He is grateful to live in an area of New Zealand that is unlikely to experience

the direct effects of an earthquake.

(B) It is important to volunteer time to help with efforts to rescue those who have

been cut off by the earthquake.

(C) Earthquakes happening nearby are a reminder that they could happen

where he lives at any time.

(D) Many people he knows have been donating money to assist the Red Cross

in its attempt to reach affected areas.
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4 Which option BEST explains why Leigh Smith decided to spend the night in her car?

(A) She was fearful of a tsunami and wanted to be safe.

(B) She was less able to feel the aftershocks there.

(C) She had no place to go because her home was flooded.

(D) She had no power or water in her house.
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